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Phasing

- Phasing the project has mainly to do with decision-making, not 
time, and only in exception with meeting deadlines.

- The gradient within phases also has different characters, and 
can vary by phase (evolutionary, prototyping, waterfall or 
incremental). 





Dwight D. Eisenhower

‘In preparing 
for battle I have 
always found 
that plans are 
useless, but 
planning is 
indispensable.’
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Planning

1. - Determine end result (SMART)

2. - Appoint assumptions and experience data

3. - Appoint between results

4. - Determine dependencies between results

5. - Determine activity by intermediate result

6. - Determine dependencies between activities (critical path)

7. - Determine the time to spend

8. - Determine available resources

9. - Determine the lead time

?



Planning

- A planning without assumptions will not be met! TM

- A planning without spare time will not be met! TM

- Planning does not exist without justification and explanation (text!)

- Deadlines are (usually) determined in calendar time.

- Is the deadline really a fatal moment, with consequences for achieving 
the objectives?

- Turnaround time depends on the availability and capacity of 
resources, but also on meeting schedules etc.



Planning / case









- NL Presidency EU 2016

- Project Initiative June 2014, budget allocation 28 August 2014

- Hard deadline Min. Foreign Affairs, delivery 01 October 2015

- Ready to move in

- Construction time 26 weeks

- Approx. 2,400 m2 BVO, foundation cost € 3,5 Mio

- National non-public procurement (tender)

- Project management Project Bureau, tender RVB

Planning / case
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Planning / case

Quality

TimeMoney



Projecten 
gaan, 

zoals ze 
beginnen

* Projects move along with the tempo they initially started with. 





> An activity is urgent when it requires immediate attention 
and does not tolerate delay. Urgency is a time factor, 
regardless of values. 

> An activity is important when (you personally feel that) it has 
value and contributes to (your) project objectives.

Eisenhower Priority Matrix



Eliminate tasks < #3

Scheduling Tasks < #1Perform Tasks now!

Delegate tasks

Eisenhower Priority Matrix









Task Specification STB 2014

DNR-STB 2014

- Integral tasks list for all consultants

- Intended to distribute, quoting and contract advisory tasks

- Interdependence

- A task is an ' indivisible amount of work ', STB 2014 has ca. 2,000 tasks

- http://www.dnrstb.nl (since 1/1/2012 no longer free, in Dutch)

- Layout to 'phases' and ' themes'

- Distinction

> (N) Necessary tasks (Noodzakelijke taken) 

> (M) Multi tasks (Multitaken)

> (T) Task clusters (Taakclusters)



- Phases > initiatief/haalbaarheid

> projectdefinitie

> structuurontwerp

> voorontwerp

> definitief ontwerp

> technisch ontwerp

> prijs- en contractvorming

> uitvoering -uitv. gereed ontwerp

> uitvoering - directievoering

> gebruik / exploitatie

Task Specification STB 2014



- Themes > 01 opdrachtgeving

> 02 contracten

> 03 programma van eisen

> 04/10 ontwerpthema’s

> 11 ontwerpintegratie

> 12 geld

> 13 organisatie/procesintegratie

> 14 tijd

> 15 informatie en communicatie

> 16 kwaliteitszorg en risico’s

> 17 vergunningen
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Monkey Management

- ‘could you quickly do something for me...? 

- [‘even iets doen…’]

- ‘I have a little problem...’

- recognize the Monkey

- accept the monkey only with food!

- so time, money, and support

- make it SMART

- point out the consequences

- ‘Is this what you want (client/boss/…)?’






